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Big Program Winter Chosen Mr. University Job Clinic Instituted
In Store For. From Group Of 38 Contestants By Placement Bureau
Homecoming
To Aid Maine Seniors
Athletics, Dances
Dedications On Tap

Will Get Underway Tuesday, Nov. 1;
Movies, Lectures Feature Program

By JIM WHEELER

1):(k Ti. jAmE,
A job clinic for seniors, first of its kind
More than 3500 Maine grads
ever to be held here, will
get under ‘vay next Tuesday, Nov. 1,
will be welcomed to the campus
under the direction of Philip
J. Brockway, director of student aid
on Nov. 4-5 for a busy 19th anand placement.
Mr. Brockway said that this innovation
nual Alumni Homecoming celeof the Placement Bureau
"is the result of pressing needs which li•tve
bration. It will be the first opbeen building up in the
past few years and now call forqportunity for many of them to
such an agency."
view the campus since completion of the new buildings and
He cited .(1 the record
'landscaping.
graduating class and (2) ti
Climaxed by the Maine-Bowdoin
general tightening of the employment situation.
state series football clash Saturday
Preparation Outlined
afternoon, the two-day affair offers
the returning graduates a complete
All over the country there will
schedule of entertainment.
! record clays graduating and
1.500 1';
ef
: 1:eting for jol,s. Mr. Brockway's
Highlighting the activities Will be
stuilet:ts are xpc' ci t,.
will
seek
to
the dedication of the new engineering
prepare seniors for this
\Vaterville thi- Saturday •.-or
—Newhall Photo
competition with the discussion of apand plant and science buildings in the
• 'r •
Emil
Winter, third from left, who has been chosen as
i.lication procedures. letters. interLouis Oakes room of the Library on
Caine.
Mr.
Universi
ty.
is
shown
getting
into the swing of things tilting
selecting prospects. and data
iSaturday at 10:30 a.m. Governor
.
mreetor
with three other Radio Guild luminaries. From left to right are
I ,
Frederick G. Payne will give the adCurtis
said that the allotment
Jerry Mudge. control man and Mr. University runner-up;
••
dress.
The first few meetings to be lield ,
up from Colby w:11 be
Al -Weymouth. Radio Guild president ; Winter; and Bill
The grads will be thoroughly en- 1
open foru m style. will stress the
i exhauste
Mincher, production supervisor. Winter was unanimously
!ertained during their stay here withi
needs of February graduates. Later1 li.. II,.d by the 6: p.m. Friday ,.•
chosen
for
the
position
from
a
field
of
contesta
38
nts.
luncheons, athletic events, seminar-,
meetings will be devoted to gnesti,Ins !ticket; ;dm) said that sale s of st....,le:...
‘vere high early in tie ‘%t.-,:k
a rally and bonfire, and several r,,
vocational choice.
,
but
that
there would be enoue'a tickets
Emil NVinter. ATO. a junlor. :,
houses. Displays and posters screa;
..11ovies And Speakers Used
•,:-.
Ur.iversit
y
fiir
this .)ear. the
-rhan 11L-)0
ing "Beat Bowdoin" in front of don
To provide a more interesting t
a"vagila
'1,1re"laill(
iso
l.. Non-''.." 1 "( h'I''' ".
" Thinc. Kadittil
n fi d ha s atiimcei
nut
l.
.
and frat houses are expected- •
method of appniaching the
Placement
Saturday
will not be a holiday :,-•
\Vinter.
who
brighten up the campus.
has
!Ltd no Freviiius !.roblent. ml vie,
igned Up For
. an(1 out5icle speakers : „. the ca„ Ia..; ,,v,.,k
f„T: the p,at,s
ex,
,
erience.
A conference on "Maine Resources
literally
talked
urnhe
ta.,:,1 k- T ,art to instruct the '
.
\kill
game.
-elf thr.ingli a field of thirty-eight c.a..- serior-.
and Their Development" will he open
. tystants to win the 11.-mor. He was the '
The Maine Irand '.e ill be at the gan.,,_.
tee the public during the two days. The
NIr. Prock.A..o.- -:-.id that some of the • - 11
•program will begin Friday morning
NVith more than 1.101.1 students al- . unar.imous choice e,f the judges. Prof. staaikers iii:iy be t....e re pre sentative • 1.... Ian 1min-win and ready to entertai..
s of (hiring thy breaks ;cid ,it
I ler-cliel Bricker. Mrs. Joyce C. : . , . ,
at a general session, to be followed
the half. T:
ready signed up. the NICA's (
,,..iwanie- w 7,.. C, Ilie here for the an- 1:eir.; ;
1 49-50 ' ::.•.‘-c...s. and
c,
eatars ‘cil: aki. Ice thcrt to ro..-,
Mrs. David Gatillic,- 4 i
hy a luncheon
' .i..nal senii•t- ititc:-‘-iikv,.
memburship drive is continuing.
, t...- e. teair i -: to :,:i.ti 7-.• ..-,1 Iti. ii:.
t'...e Speccli department.
Athletic events will he prominent .
This job clinic
n,,t to he confused.
-17•.: choice v.-as made Tuesday. Ocin the program including the annual , , MCA secretary. Charles O'Connor.
, with the iiterv;ews or departmental
anno:mee.1 that this year's com- t, -her 18. ;.nd announced inimediatety
field hockey -Hat Game" between the
The v
game
,rue ial 1,, cau-a
c, nf.. nceaien
are
iirogress
every
ing
better than last ; aft: ,irds. The ci intest.u.t,
frosh and sophomore girls on Saturrv
season's at the vo-week mark. but front all classes. Freshman tic SC.:11i-. ear.
lay at 8:30 a.m.
the runriicg
:•-t;
Purpose Defined
The. runner-up and .‘Iternate
The freshman football team will how close the drive will come to the
Victk'rious. we sta:Al a elhinee for a
goal of 2.000 members can ,,t by Jerry \fudge, S.\ E. 1950. Jerry has
play Coburn in a morning tilt Friday. , set
The clinic is I, t.re,
,,,ere the student tic Cr even a clean-ent -tale
,
eterminei
edl
vet.•
IP
if the
,yith the Jayvees meeting Bridgton determin
forjib hunti:a.i..ot
.
to get him a job.
if tile otier te„ta• cut VZIC
,n Saturday at 9 a.m.. in a prelude to
East Hall. leads the reporting units for :Ile par.: Mt. year,
.
The nivetn.gs of the clinic will be other5 thrl'at'•
:he 5Ist annual Maine-Bowdoin game. ' with 98ca-' of its total occupal..cli ev.try Tue-dav- from 3:30
Colby. a much impriv-vil team, wi:1
President Hauck will welcome the ing. North Dorm -.±(1 with I
5 1..m.
Radio Guild To Publicize
r,., 117 21S of the library. he tightir.g for a Cm --ca y verdict
s r .rm w hide Beta Theta
'hs
returning grads to the University
, the men
alter last week's tie ee jilt lt,.ewdci:.
Local Groups On The Air ...,1 will be etan to all seniors.
the annual Homecoming Luncheon to 7'3';hiead. thtfraternities.
But tl,e Bear- and .1 large part of the
he held at 11:45 in Estabrooke Hall. • Dunn Hall has the best record of; University organizations can Ilk L, •
•tudent body will be in the Elm City
Pine Needle Vacancy
.1 stag dance will be held in the the large men's dorm; with 70‘,,
- of its •fri fl a new program set up this
to try :e•il bring home a victory.
Memorial ilym following the varsity residents joining. Colvin Hall. with by the Nlaine Radio Guild.
i te 1
..1
game.
Soq. is the runner-up am,,re the
11t1W has a vacancy on itThe Guild will devote its radio
ev,q1letl.• dorms.
to publicize the activities of various thiree-man colite.rial board. Russ Meade
Students Should Check
lnnor stressed that these figures !campus groups. Any campus organ:- has resigned for other activities.
are tat complete. and that there are zation which wishes to reserve tin.
Remaining editors. Sid Folsom
Weekly Activity Sheets
, some dorms and frats that have not yet should contact the Guild and reserve a
The University is virtually ve lice!Zabriskie. have rot e el ;;ir,ta-ateeerl
Robert Worrick. Assistant to the reported.
•'
for i procram.
c7, 's ret.1..cement.
s- this week as President Arthnr A.
Dean of Men, has asked that all 5t11Hauck. Dean Paul (loke, Dean Johunt.: note the weekly activity sell, '
-Ali: NI. Murray. and Dean Arthur
iels which are placed in strategic I.
Dee,iug are attending the annual
:atifins on the campus.
(tine of the A•sociation of I and
The schedules are posted in all f•
.
1T.t:'
-1141. I c.u.eheld in Kansas
!entities, di rmitories. and class bin•
ity
Eng.:. and carry a full schedid
- cl
Pr, silent I
and his party are
\vcck'i events on campnc.
The battle of the banners is
mot, had snatched the ilag from un, r
I ei
,,
e
\I Ole! to return
Nov. 1.
Although Bates College
startled Maine noses and made off le tics. ha, amlouns-eil
Maine by a o-O score last Saturday , with it. At last reports the banner
Library Shows Leaves
• I ,Ifik"
afternoon. the struggle over the ban- was seen harging friim the third door ha\ C liii till \\
Graduate School Exams
for
e‘changii.
.g "prileaves caught in their autumn col- ners of the respective scholds remains of one of the llates
I
t
to 1...•. 11111l. and mounted in plastic are part of a deadlock.
When the news of tins "robbery" Maine. banner has been chaneel and ate school, requirilig
:1 Ci-adttate Recin exhibit, prepared by Professor Fay
Late; in the game when it looked as getout, several revengeful Maine stu- w ill be returned as soon a• similar arthe, te,,t,
fyland of the Botany department, though Maine were driving for the dents decided to do a bit of "counter
- rangements have bevit made here. .\t 1!11 Fri1laY ;Old Saturday. (ht.
2S anel
being displayed on the main floor of tying touchdown, a group of over-en- pilfering." The final result of all the.
time of this writing, the where- 20. Npplication Ic .rnl,:rid it 1111110i:I
the I.ibrary.
thusiastic Bates rooters sneaked up these actions was a Maine banner abeints of the Bates
standard is still if Inform:16,m may
ollimlid from
The show of 26 specimens also in- behind the Maine stands which held hanging in the Bates College area and
unknown, but it is hoped that it cc ill aelcjicr cr elirectl from Fillicatio
nal
cludes several examples of mounted the big Maine banner. Before you an equally fine prize on its way back
be turned in soon, in order that the Testing Service. B ix 502. Princeton
,
pressed flowers.
could say "wha' hoppin'd," the Bates to Orono.
j
exchange may take place.
N. J.

1500 To Follow
Bears To Colby;
Hopes Run High

More
S
MCA Drive

'

Coromcnd s Away
But Bell Tolls On

Adventurous Students Deadlocked As Result
Of Heavy Maine-Bates "Battle Of The Banners"
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University Store Company Holds 1951 Prism Taking Shape Rapidly, Reports
Annual Stockholders Meeting St. Onge;New System Now Being Employed
The annual financial statement of
the University Store Company was the
center of discussion at the annual meeting of the company's stockholders.
Pertinent points included the $15,000
Bookstore Scholarship Fund, investment of necessary reserve funds, and
the depreciation of fixed assets.
Following the stockholders' meeting, the store directors voted to con-

tinue a committee on publicity, and to
investigate matters concerning athletic
sweaters, and a scoreboard for the
football field.
Stockholders present were: alumni.
James Freeland, James McClure, and
Raymon Atherton; faculty, Irving
Prageman, Henry Hawley. Gregory
Baker, and Robert Worrick ; students,
Edward McDermott.

By Sin

FOLSOM

The Class of '51 Prism is taking
shape rapidly, according to editor
Walter St. Onge. A new plan is
being initiated in this year's edition,
whereby each of nine associate editors
takes complete charge of a section of
the book, and is responsible for its
composition, organization, and makeup.

thrill to the

This plan follows a recommendation
from last year's General Student Senate, and has thus far proved to be very
satisfactory. Another first for the '51
Prism is the appointment of students
other than members of the junior class
to editorial positions.
Appointments Announced
Associate editors appointed to date
are: Nancy Whiting '51, senior class
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section; Al Mersky '51, junior class
section; Edgar Lord '52, freshman
and sophomore classes; Carolyn Beckler '51, fraternities and sororities:
William Matson '52, organizations
Gil French '52, administration and
faculty; Joe Corvin '50, athletics;
Shirley Look '51, art department.
Successful Drive
The Prism's subscription drive has
been very successful so far this year,
and it is hoped that even more of the
student body will want to subscribe
after the 1950 edition of the Prism
has been published. In keeping with
this, subscriptions to the 1951 Prism
will be accepted until that date.
It has also been announced that retakes of individual pictures may be
arranged for in case the first sittings
turned out unsatisfactorily. Arrangements may be made at the Prism
office, 211 East Annex. Office hours
are 8 to 11:30 a.m. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. and 1 to 4:30 p.m.
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Contributions Welcomed
Complaints, suggestions, questions,
and contributions in the form of informal pictures are welcomed. The
informal pictures are requested to be
3 x 5 inches, or larger, in size. If the
print is in poor condition the negative
may be brought instead.
An invitation has been extended to
all students to join the staff of the
Prism, to aid in compiling or make-up
work. Those interested are asked to
contact any of the associate editors,
or drop into the office.

Four Students Win
University Awards
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No matter how 5-ou wriggle, twist and turn, this bra expands
and contracts with every slightest motion. Gently moulds,
uplifts and supports like a living, breathing part of you. The
secret's in the clever "cross stretch"—resilient lastex weave,
applied up and down in bust section, around the body in back,
with upper cups in fine Nylon mesh. 32-38 A-B. $2.50.
Matching Girdle, or Pantie with detachable garters.
24-30. $3.95.
Other Girdles $2.98 up.
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ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE
EVERYTHING

The Maine Radio Guild needs an
electrician to take care of its equipment. Any one who is qualified should
apply at once.

GABARDINE

• Mighty Satisfying

Musical Supplies and Repair Service
118 Main St.
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RELAX AND ENJOY YOUR
HEINE'S BLEND...
THE SMOKING TOBACCO WITH
AN M.S. DEGREE!

• Wine
• DIE. Green
• Dk. Brown
• Gray
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4-H
Guild Needs Engineer

Deeptone - Washable

SHIRTS

For

Four University students have received prizes for scholastic achievements during the past year.
Richard S. Adams and David L.
Nichols are winners of the Frank E.
Kidder scholarships for excellence
during their junior years.
Dalton B. Newell has received the
Carrol C. Jones scholarship for excellence during the freshman year.
Anna M. Whited is winner of the
Alpha Omicron Pi Alumnae prize as
the woman showing the greatest improvement during her freshman year.
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Student Group Hillel Sponsors Farmer's Fair
Fraternities Pledge More Men;
Will Conduct Noted Lecturer Signs Reynolds Others Reinstated
By Council
Sun. Services In Sunday Talk For Calico Ball

Pledge reports are still being re- E. Leighton, Clayton
S. Matthews,
ceived by the Interfraternity Council, Edward W. Merrill,
S. Kennard
The Orono Deputations, a team of
Dr. Harry Schnur, author, journalArthur Cratty, manager of the according to Tom Collins, president Wiley, Jr., and Gene D. Sawin.
students from the University who ist, and lecturer, will speak on "Israel
Farmer's Fair, has announced that of the group.
Tau Epsilon Phi: Gerald Stanley
take over the services of various and Britain" this Sunday, Oct. 30, at
Pledges
who
have
been
approve
d
Cope,
by
Tommy
Theodore L. Gross, David H.
Reynold
s
and his orchestra
the council are as follows:
churches for a single Sunday, con- 7 p.m. in Carnegie Lounge.
Fox,
Gerald
S. Kominsky, William L.
from
Boston will play for the Calico
Schnur, recently returned from
Alpha Tau Omega: Stephen T. Matson, Robert Shulman, Leonard
ducted services in the Church of UniEngland, will speak under the auspices Ball November 12.
Claflin, Jr., Graydon A. Erickson, Silver, Kenneth Waks, Richard Wilversal Fellowship and the Methodist
A highlight of the ball will be the Harold T.
of the Hillel Foundation. He is the
Gerrish, and Albert D. ner, and Julius Wise.
Church last Sunday.
author of "Mystic Rebels," a selec- crowning of the Calico Queen
Richards.
by
Theta Chi: Charles T. Knowles, Jr.
The Deputations was planned with tion of the Jewish Book
Guild as its Arthur L. Deering, Dean of
Beta Theta Pi: John O'Donoghue
the ColThe council also reported that the
two purposes in mind: first, to give Book of the Month.
lege of Agriculture, in a pre-intermis- and John H. Van Wart.
the people of Orono and the Univerfollowing students noted on the pledge
Hillel invites all persons interested
Delta Tau Delta: Leonard L. report of October 5, 1949 are hereby
sion ceremony.
sity faculty a chance to see what
to attend the talk.
Deputations is doing and to find out
reinstated:
An added attraction will be.four Aucoin and Lionel L. Cote.
Kappa Sigma: Robert H. Hefler
what college students are thinking;
Phi Eta Kappa: Paul R. Kelly and
square dances which will be played
and Gordon R. Pendleton.
second, to afford an opportunity for
Vincent
A. Rioux.
for by Madeline Duffy and her orchesLambda Chi Alpha: Harold W.
the entire Deputations committee to
Phi
Mu
Delta: Jerome L. Audet
tra. George Findlen of Fort Fairfield Buck, Stuart R. Cooper. Harry
actively participate as a team.
E. and Steffen Middelboe.
Henderson, Jr., Arthur R. McAlister,
will call thedances.
Those at the Church of Universal
Theta Chi: John J. Cella, Jr.
Costume for the ball, which will Kirk B. Palmer, Owen M. Smith,
Fellowship were: Janice Nlinott,
leader of worship; Everett Dunton, Sigma Chi's officers for the coming run from 8 o'clock until midnight, will Russell K. Sprague, Clement P.
speaker; Paul Hsi, soloist; Charles year, who will take office immediately, be overalls, dungarees, plaid shirts, Thorne, and Richard L. Watson.
Phi Eta Kappa: Ray M. Day, Jr.,
bandanas, straw hats, and calico
Barr and Frank Butler, ushers.
are as follows:
and
Maynard Yakemore.
dresses.
A
prize will be given to the
At the Methodist Church there
President, Dean Hutchins; VicePhi
Kappa Sigma: Robert W.
most
appropri
ately
dressed
couple.
were: Jeanette Cates, leader of wor- President, Don McLaughlin;
CorreThe research work of several of the
Blethen and John H. Gowen.
ship; Lloyd Skiffington, speaker; sponding Secretary, Dave Hale;
SecSigma Alpha Epsilon: Walter C. instructors in the chemistry departPriscilla Goggin, soloist; Bruno Cal- retary, Jerry Nickerson;
Treasurer, Harold Chute Appointed' Hewins, Thomas J. Lydon, Martin F. ment will be inspected at the next
liandro, Robert Malcolm, Harry Hen- Bill Cook; Historian, Dick
Sweetser; To Animal Pathology Job
Needham, Robert G. Park. Charles D. meeting of the student affiliate of the
derson, and Willliam Clark, ushers. House Manager, Ed Libby;
Associate
American Chemical Society WednesSimmons, and Merrill D. Wilson.
Dr. Harold L. Chute has been apThe two churches had a combined Editor, Russ Meade.
Sigma Chi: Clayton F. Davis and day, Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. in Aubert Hall.
pointed assistant professor of animal
Young People's Group meeting on
Mc gens Knoche!.
Last week the society had its meetpathology in the College of AgriculSunday evening. Nfembers of the comSigma Nu: Paul D. Archer. Frank- ing in the MCA lounge.
Visito
rs
Invite
d
ture, President Arthur A. Hauck has
mittee included William Clark, Harry
lin Beekman, .Karl R. Burton, and
Two movies were shown, one on
Prof. Edward F. Dow of the His- announced.
Henderson, Robert Malcolm, Frances
Edwin S. Carlson.
psychol
ogy and one on catalysis. Dr.
tory and Government Department has
Pratt, and Olive Cline.
The position has been newly created
Sigma Phi Epsilon: George E. Irwin B. Douglass, of
the chemistry
announced that students and other visi- by the University to help fulfill its Bryant,
Donald B. Cutter, Frank S. department, spoke on "The Life of
a
tors
are
cordiall
plans
y
invited
to
give
to attend the
the poultry and dairy Foster, Dwight R. Holmes, Richard
Civil Service Offers
Chemist."
weekly lectures of the Maine Govern- industries of the state the service
Several Examinations
ment course. The lectures are given which they have been requesting for
in
300 Aubert Hall at 1:45 eery several years, Dr. Hauck said.
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
The U. S. Civil Service Commission
Thursda
y. A limited number of seats
Dr. Chute's appointment will allow
has announced its 1949 Junior ProfesDr. Franklin Witter, who formerly
sional Assistant, Junior Management are available.
performed diagnostic work with poulAssistant, and Junior Agricultural AsThe University campus is composed try, to devote more of his time
sistant examinations.
to
of over 200 acres of land.
larger domestic animals.
Positions in Washington, D. C., and
throughout the country, paying $2,974.
will be filled from these examinations.
MOSSBFRG
The vacancies to be filled are trainee
positions in which a career in Federal
BANGOR
service may dc)velop into Federal adOct. 27, 28. 29
ORONO
20 ga. Bolt Action Repeater $22.95
ministrators and high-grade profes"YES, SIR. THAFS !MY
410
ga. Bolt Action Repeater
sional workers.
20.55
BABY"
Wed.& Thurs., Oct.26-27
Donald O'Connor,
Information about the examinations
MOSSBERG
Double Feature
Gloria DeHaven
is available at the University Place"ANNA LLTCASTER"
22 Cal. Clip Auto Carbine 26.95
Oct.
30,
Nov.
1,
2
6:30-9:23
ment Office in the Library. Applica"BEYOND THE FOREST"
Paulette Goddard, Oscar
tion forms must be filed not later than
Butte Davis, Joseph Cott,n
Homolka
November 8, 1949.
Plus
"SPECIAL AGENT"
AT
7:56
4-H Club Elects
William Eythe, Laura 1.11no,t
BANGOR
Herbert Bridges is the new presiOct. 26, 27. 28
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 28-29
dent of the 4-H Club. Other officers
Hardware • Paints • Building Supplies• Auto Access.
"MISS GRANT TAKES
"FATHER WAS A
for the coming year include Earl
RICHMOND"
FULLBACK"
73
Mill
St.
Dial
2273
Janis Carter. James
Orono
Estes, vice president; Erva Bamford,
Fail Mak- Murray, Maurt, [
Oct.
29.
30.
31,
No.
1
secretary; Margaret Hanson, treas"Freddie" 'To Smile—To Serve—To Satisfy' "Johnnie"
O'Hara
"A BBOT AND COSTELLO
Also Cartoons
urer; Jack Babson, social chairman;
MEET THE KILLER,
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:36
and Lawrence Potter, reporter.
BORIS KARLOFF'
Nov. 2, 3, 4
& Mon., Oct. 30-31
"JOHNNY STOOL PIGEON"
"1
WAS
I
f
,ward
A MALE WAR
Duff,
Shelley
Winters
Mamba/re6ssal ilsasive am&
BRIDE"
ary tirant, .N nil Sheridan
Sun. Matinee 3:00; t,:30----8 23

Sigma Chi Officers
Named; Hutchins Is
Elected President

Chemical Research
To Be Shown Here

NEW ENGLIAD THEATRES. Inc

Shotguns

OPERA HOUSE

TRPND

AMMUNITION

BURPEE-DAVIDSON CO.

BIJOU

REMEMBER—

Your Week End Isn't Complete
Without a Visit to the
Young men and women wilt
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

BIRCHMERE INN
Fine Food

Wonderful Atmosphere
Refreshments
8 miles out on the Old Town road

The
Merrill
Trust Company
onoistre.
.
.
i .=is
Mama Dorman Isommeas Oaap.

PARK

BANGOR
Oct. 27, 28
"GRAND CANYON"
"TIGER FANGS"
Frank Buck. June
Oct. 30, 31, Nov. I
"FURY AT SEA"
"THE SUN NEVER SETS"
Nov. 2. 3
"THE HOUSE ACROSS THE
STREETWayne Morris, Janis Page
"TUNA CLIPPER"
Elena Verdugo. Noland
Winters

Tuesday, Nov. 1
"THE JUDGE STEPS OUT"
Alexander Knox. Ann Sothern
Also Short Subjects.
6:30-8:21

Wed. & Thurs., Nov. 2-3
Double Feature
"IT'S A GREAT FEELING"
7:51
Dunn:: Morgan, Jack Carson
Plus
"HOLD TIIAT BABY"
6.30-9:16
Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices :3,e to 5 o'clock

When in Bangor, visit the

"OLD 1IOME BREAD"
The Bread with the ohl style flavor

New Atlantic Restaurant

Nissen's Bakery Produels

for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
66 Main St.

Bangor
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Cool Water

The Growing Infant
Within the last week two state series games were played,
the general senate met, and Harry Truman laid the cornerstone
for the permanent, $100,000,000 headquarters of the United
Nations.
The first two events stirred up local interest in varying
degrees, while the third brought a moment of respectful meditation around the world.
The occasion of the laying of the cornerstone came on the
fourth birthday of the UN, and although Business Week said
that the organization "has pretty much acted its age," it seems
safe to say that this world-wide group is one of the greatest
inventions to be formulated in the mind of man.
Since 1945 the world membership in the organization has
grown to 58 nations, and in the process of its seemingly endless
deliberation the United Nations, acting in a mediating capacity,
has settled wars in Kashmir, Indonesia, and Palestine. In the
words of Trygve Lie, secretary-general, they have "either
stopped or prevented wars involving 500,000,000 people.
The temporary headquarters at Lake Success have been a
sort of international wailing wall, where small nations could
speak with combined force, and where great powers could work
off steam that might have been highly detrimental to the world
in general, had it been worked off by other methods.
The United Nations has meant many things to a great
many people, but to all of them it has been the embodiment of
man's eternal hope for world peace and security.
It is the hope of a world that, already weary from armed
conflict, has seen two great nations rise to oppose each other in
a "cold" war. It is the hope of billions of people; people who
enjoy such varying things as Hindu checkers, Russian roulette,
or a sad, state series game.
The United Nations is, from this point on, the beginning
and the end, and it will succeed. It has to.
• • •

Everyone There But Noah
•

Congratulations to all the Maine fans who stuck it out to
the bitter end at Garcelon Field last Saturday. To sit through
a losing cause was bad enough, but when the second-half monsoon struck, it was adding insult to injury.
Should Maine have won, the rain would have meant little
to loyal Maine supporters, but the loss only seemed to make it
all the heavier. The exodus from the field reminded one of so
many wet ducks scurrying for cover, though by that time it
was a bit late to think of so trivial a mater as keeping dry.
The only solution to the problem would seem to be the
passing of a resolution barring rain on Saturdays. If past performances run true to form, students planning to attend the
Maine-Colby game this Saturday should remember to take their
raincoats along.
• • •
It has been recently noted that the Men's Senate has assigned a committee to study the possibilities of removing senior's
second semester finals. This move in itself seems a worthy one.
At the beginning of this year it was announced that a group
of students, meeting with faculty and administration, had decided that it would be impractical to abolish all finals. This
decision seemed a wise one. but it is hoped that the decision
reached on finals as a whole will not affect the decision that is
rendered on the senior question.
The committee appointed by the Men's Senate should make
an extra effort to get the right recommendation back to the main
body of the senate. Any investigations on the subject should
be thorough, and should be approached with an honest zest to
discover the factors involved.
Larry Pinkham
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
John Stimpson
BUSINESS MANAGER
ASSOCIATE EDITORS—Woody Bigelow, Don King, Marilyn Wyman,
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"O.K., Witlock. this is your big chance!"

According To St. James
BY DICK
Did you notice how dull it was during intermission at the Connecticut
game? And did you notice how empty
the Stein Song sounded when we sang
it? Well the reason was that the band
wasn't there to help us out.
And the members of the band had
good reason for not performing. The
rain would have damaged their uniforms and possibly some of their instruments. But we're not trying to
criticize them anyway. We're pointing
out the importance of the band at an
occasion such as a football game. And
we're going to ti§e this space to give
it the credit due such a fine organization.
In the first place, the band is an excellent one, easily the best school band
in the state, and probably ranking with
some of the best in New England. It
has grown a lot in the last few years.
and has gained rather than lost quality
by this growth. Besides sounding
good, the band also marches and does
everything else well.
The remarkable thing is that they
perform so well on only two hours of
practice a week. During football season they spend one of the hours on
their music and the other on marching
and maneuvers. They can't get class
cuts to practice on Saturday mornings
before the games, and the two hours
that they do have are after class hours
on Wednesday nights. Yet they never

Sr.

JAMES

fail to come through with an excellent
performance.
In the second place, the band is a
very busy outfit, always in demand for
support but never receiving the credit
it deserves. All year long it plays at
assemblies, athletic contests, and concerts. It went to the Bates game last
week and is going to the Colby game
this week. The musicians sit there in
their uncomfortable uniforms and
knock themselves out to make music
everytime there's a lull in the game.
They climb in and out of the stands
to keep things going on the field at the
half while everyone else is taking a
break.
Sure you say. they get a credit hour
for playing in the band. Think of it,
a whole credit hour. That's small compensation for all the working and'husfling they do. But most of them aren't
concerned about that credit hour anyway. They play because they like to
play and because they want the Maine
band to be a good band.
We've heard some people say they
don't listen to the band anyway. But
we also heard some of those same people at the Connecticut game asking
loudly. "Who do those hand guys
think they are, quitting just because of
a little rain?" With some guys you
just can't win.
Anyway, the next time you hear the
band play, think of how empty the
Stein Song sounded without it.

To the Editor: Students, thirsting
for knowledge, spend innumerable
hours in the library in their search for
and the digestion of information for
the appeasement of the Profs. Soon
this intellectual thirst is replaced by a
thirst more basic, more important,
more profound. Water—ah,for a cool,
satisfying sip of nature's ole aqua.
A quick trip to the fountain in the
lobby leaves you bent over—tongue
hanging—frustratingly twisting a knob
that is mechanically cold and unresponsive.
So life is full of these litle defeats- but it seems to me that the U. of M.
maintenance crew could get H20 bubbling in that $800,000 structure.
R. A. P.
just before
check
A
Note:
Editor's
press time revealed that the water is
again running in the Library fountain
for the benefit of "tongue-hanging"
students.

Further Rebuttal
To the Editor: Your Oct. 13 Mail
Bag column printed a letter by an
indignant non-veteran who opposes the
suggestion that the Bookstore create
a new system of distributing books.
We are speaking from the viewpoint of two veterans and a nonveteran.
The "indignant non-veteran" has
suggested that there isn't any good
reason why veterans should be privileged to get books without waiting in
line. The "indignant non-veteran" also
says that nobody suffers by having to
wait in line for his books.
Perhaps the indignant non-veteran
hasn't had too much experience standing in lines. He may derive a keen
thrill from it. Some of us don't think
it is as much fun as he does.
As for the remark that nobody
suffers, we should like to ask him if
he was in the Bookstore around 4:30
on the first registration day of the
semester
We think the Bookstore, as a business, should strive to improve the service paid for by its customers.
R. E. W., F. J. N., D. G. M.

Grade Instructors?

To the Editor: One thing this University needs is some system of grading instructors.
Practically everyone has at some
time or another met up with some instructor or professor who has no sense
of organization, a bad delivery, a
perverted sense of humor, or any one
of a myriad of faults.
Unfortunate as the situation is, there
is at the present time little way by
which the student can strike back except by warning others of certain
BY MARILYN WYMAN
instructors and their courses.
The dissatisfaction with the results tivities of the General Senate are fiThe University of Michigan has
of the attempt of the Men's Senate to nanced by taxing all students. The devised a system of grading instrucSenate is also responsible for committors and from what I hear it has .been
have the University officials remove
tees set up to take care of Campus
the stumbling block of final exams has Citizenship, Good Will Chest, social a big success. It goes something like
this: At the end of each semester each
resulted in the rise of that time-hon- activities and most matters pertaining'
student is given a card on which he
ored query "Why do we have three to students in general.
rates his instructor. The student has
student governments on campus?"
The General Senate is often em- several categories for rating, including
The first, Women's Student Govern- barrassed, however, by the actions of effectiveness of delivery, value of lecment Association, is actually a dorm the Men's Senate, which seems to take
tures, his attitude towards his students.
council. Members are representatives matters of campus-wide interest—such
The cards are, of course, unsigned
of the women's dorms and sororities, as final exams and honorary societies and are given to the particular
inthe problems discussed and actions —into its own hands.
structor at the end of a course. Michitaken being concerned primarily with
The General Senate, despite the acgan has found that tile instructors
this area.
complishments of that body up to this
welcome the chance to find out what
The General Senate supposedly rep- time, have been criticized for not doing
the students think of them.
more. Yet one of the glaring errors
resents the entire student body—each
If we can adopt Michigan's type of
member of the Senate is a representa- of our campus government is this tri- football play we should feel no qualms
tive of some group of students such cameral legislature with three sepa- about adopting its system of grading
as OCUM MO, fraternities, North rate organizations, in many cases instructors.
Dorms, or women students. The ac- working against one another.
DON KING
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,Varsity Singers
To Give Concert
In Greenville

The campus y;4s a deserted looking
place this week end, with all our students either home or off to the Bates
game. However, as Milton says,
"Solitude sometimes is best society,
and short retirement urges sweet
return."
This is true in
our case, for already the differe n t fraternities
and
organizations are penciling calendars to
insure a bang-up
time for the
MARILYN
alumni at homecoming.
Tri Delta entertained the Pi Phi
Surority girls at a coffee Monday
last week. Mrs. Margaret Matson,
style-expert from Bangor, spoke to
the group about college fashions.
Delta Zeta held a tea last Monday
afternoon
in
commemoration of
Founder's Day. All sororities, house
mothers and other women faculty
members were invited. Coffee and
cookies were also served. Chairman
of the tea was Jan Haley.
Pinned this week were: Peg Charlton, UVM, to Ralph Titcomb. Sigma Phi Epsilon: Pat Ward, North
Estabrooke, to Carl Kilpatrick, Phi
Eta; Grace Murray, senior resident
at East Hall, to Blaine Beal, Phi
Eta. Engaged: Dottie Norton to
Ted Sherman. Married: Letitia
Rotondavo, Syracuse, to Clyde
Adams: Janice Crane to Dana
Holbrook.

The Maine Varsity Singers have
been engaged by the Btisiness Committee of the Greenville Union Church
to present a concert in Greenville on
Wednesday, Nov. 9, James G. Serood of the Music Department has
announced.
The Madrigal Singers will also
participate in the concert. Priscilla
Goggin, Kenneth Closson. Raymond
Kenneally, and Jean-Paul Roberge will
be the soloists, and Philip Pendleton
will be the accompanist.
Members of the Varsity group are
Raymond Kenneally, Richard Pitman.
Charles Fassett, Charles Hastings,
Jean-Paul Roberge. Richard Ayotte,
Theodore Caras. Edward Lawson.
Robert Gascoigne, Paul Payson. John
Thomas, Allan Preble. Colby Walker,
Paul O'Neil. David Powers, Walter
White. James Davee, Gene Drolet, and
John Beeckel.

Scabbard & Blade
Names Committees

University Calendar
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Woman Expert
On World Trade
Holds Meeting

7 p.m.—Our Lady of Wisdom
THURSDAY. OCT. 27
Chapel.
3:45 p.ni.—Placement-Business
Administration majors, Louis
MONDAY, OCT. 31
Oakes Room.
Cross Country—State Meet at
Miss Barbara White, member of
7 p.m.—Chemical Engineers Club,
Augusta.
the executive staff of the National
7:30 p.m.—Graduate Club,
.302 Aubert Hall.
League of Women Voters in charge
Carnegie Lounge.
7 p.m.—Glee Club rehearsal, Car8 p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club, Women's of international relations, discussed
negie Foyer.
the world monetary situation last
Gyin.
7 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade, 15
Tuesday night in the Louis Oakes
NOV.
1
TUESDAY,
Coburn Hall.
7 p.m.—Square dance, Women's
Room of the Library.
7 p.m.—Sophomore Owls, Field
Gym.
Miss White, who is an expert in
House.
7 p.m.—Varsity Singers, North
the world trade situation, was spon7 p.m.—Tumbling Club, Women's
Estabrooke (A).
Gym.
7 p.m.—F.F.A. Chapter meeting. sored jointly by the Foreign Affairs
7:15 p.m.—Pi Beta Phi, North
and Politics Club and the Old TownAggie Eng. Bldg.. Room 5.
Estabrooke (B).
7:30 p.m.—Naval Reserve, 6 So. Orono branch of the American Asso7:30 p.m.—Football films, MeStevens Hall.
ciation of University Women.
morial Gym.
7:30 p.m.—M-Club meeting,
The gathering was held in connec7:30 p.m.—OCUMMO, Carnegie
Trophy Room, Memorial Gym. tion with the observance of United
Lounge.
7:30 p.m.—Sigma Pi Sigma, 300 Nations Day.
8 p.m.—Canterbury Club, Rev.
Aubert Hall.
Gary's residence. 1 Allen Rd.,
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 2
Sigma Pi Sigma Meets
Orono.
7 p.m.—American Chemical SociFRIDAY, OCT. 28
Sigma Pi Sigma honorary physics
ciety, Aubert Hall.
2 p.m.—Football—Maine Maritime 7 p.m.—Modern Dance, Women's
fraternity, will hold a business meetvs. Junior Varsity at Orono.
ing next Tuesday, November 1, at
(;ym.
5:30 p.m.—OCUMMO outing.
7 p.m.—All-Maine Women, North 7 p.m. in 300 Aubert Hall. Following
MOC skating cabin.
the meeting, movies will be shown.
Estabrooke (B).
7:15 p.m.—Bridge Club, MCA
building.
8 p.m.—Newman Club stag
Van Heusen dea!ers in Bangor
dance, Memorial Gym.
8 p.m.—Vic dance, Colvin Hall.
8 p.m.—Co-Recreation program,
Women's Gym.
leilk
SATURDAY, OCT. 29
9 a.m.—Football—Higgins vs.
Frosh at Orono.
175-181 Eixchanqe Street • bancior
1:30 p.m.—Football—Colby at

Captain Lawrence Kenney has announced the appointment of the following committee chairmen and co-chairmen for the Scabbard and Blade society:
Leslie Ray, Jr. and Kenneth A.
Chatto. pledge committee; John Du•
mas, social committee; Harlan Choate, 3 p.m.—Cross Country—Spring•VIAVLVV13,4A/VVVVVV%1ANINVVVVVVVVVVVVVIAVINVVVVVVVVVVVI,
publkity committee; William Larrafield at Springfield.
bee, activities committee; and Donald 8 p.m.—Freshman Club stag dance.
Odone and Leroy Nesbitt, poster com- SUNDAY. OCT.30
mittee.
8, 9, 10, 11 a.m.—Our Lady of
Captain Kenney also announced that
Wisdom Chapel.
Student Wives Club Will
pledge initiation plans are underway. 11 a.m.—MCA Non-sectarian serHold Hallowe'en Party
All pledges are urge* to attend tovice, Little Theatre.
A Hallowe'en party sponsored by night's S & B meeting in 15 Coburn 7 p.m.—Sunday Nighters, MCA
building.
the Student Wives Club will take Hall.
place in Carnegie lounge next Tuesday, Nov. 2, at 8 p.m.,
TED MACK and THE ORIGINAL
Last week the wives heard a talk
by Mrs. Veneta Sweet, chairman of
the Maine Cub Baby clinic, who described the functions of the group.
Produced to the
Officers of the club are: Mrs. LaMajor Bowes Staff
Vona McCowan, president; Mrs.
Catherine Fenderson, vice president;
Mrs. Carolyn Kittredge, secretary;
Mrs. Gladys Hunter, treasurer; Mrs.
910 on 'our Dial
9:00-9:45 P.M.
Verna Buschena, program chairman;
American Broadcasting Co.
and Mrs. France O'Shea, publicity
plenty of hugs with
chairman.
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Bear up, Bub...

VANACA Flannel sport shirts

FOR REAL SAVINGS!
PLAN TO VISIT

FREESE'S
57th ANNIVERSARY SALE

And Van Heusen's soft, smooth 100% wool
Vanaca Flannels bear up under any treatment.
A rainbow of colors and patterns come in
models that include regular California Lo-No
...zipper...bib...and new Van Trix pullover with
knitted collar, cuffs, waist. Famous Van Heusen
sewmanship . action-tailored. $6.95 and up

o

Van Heusen hirts
"the world's smartest" S

PHILLIPS -JONES CORP., NI % IORI, 1, N. Y.

• 1,AMAAMMANWAVIAAANtiMAAMAAVIAAMMAAMAMAV‘AM,
•

IT STARTS SATURDAY!

Your VAN liEUSEN Dealer
in Orono

; type of
3 qualms
grading

E. J. VIRGIE
Mill St.

)rono
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Foresters Revamp
Rifle Club; Plan
Annual Publication
Reorganization of the Forester's
Rifle Club was completed at the last
meeting of the Forestry Club in
Winslow Hall.
William Taylor was elected president of the rifle team with George
Knight as vice president and Robert
Foster as secretary-treasurer. Plans
were made for the publishing of the
"Maine Forester," an annual publication of the club.
A Forest Service film on fire suppression was shown.

Knockel Likes American Girls
But Says Danes Are Best Wives
BY BILL ROBERTSON
"American girls are very concerned
with their looks and receive a good
education, but Danish women make
better wives."
So says Mogens "Mouse" Knockel,
a young exchange student from Denmark, who is living at the Sigma Chi
house.
This natural aptitude for humorous
frankness and congeniality has already
won "Mouse" many friends among the
students and will no doubt win him
many more before he returns to Denmark in the spring.

TED NEWHALL
PHOTOGRAPHER

PORTRAITS
GROUPS
PARTIES
DANCES
Bank Building
Orono

8171

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

HIGH STANDING
IN EVERY STADIUM

Is Announced

Movies Are Bad
Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen revealed
According to Mouse, it is very easy
this
week that an original watercolor
to dislike America as it is portrayed
The Office of the Dean of Men has
by average movies and best-sellers. painting by Andrew Wyeth has been released the following
list of officers
But, he adds, under closer observa- given to the University. The painting for the Dormitory
Council:
tion the real American is a "very came
as an anonymous gift.
Dunn and Corbett: Sylvester
uncomplicated person."
Titled "Duck Pond," the work de- Naas, president; Franklin Hayford,
He believes that Americans have a
vice president; Roger Nadeau, secnon-critical outlook on life, a desire picts a scene familiar to local hunters retary-treasurer.
for a good time for both themselves —a Maine pond at dawn, when the
New Dorm 3: Raymond Couture,
and their fellowmen, and the capacity duck season is in full swing.
president; Richard Hitchins, vice
for receiving a great deal of pleasure
president; Harry Henderson, secrefrom their money.
Newman Club Sponsors tary; Emilien L'Heureux, treasurer.
Women Are Uniform
North Dorms: Glen Folsom, prekiDance Tomorrow Night
As a further comment on American
dent; Richard Miller, vice president;
women, Mouse says that although they
A stag dance, sponsored by the Daniel Fillietaz,
secretary; Donald
are more independent than Danish Newman Club, will be held tomorrow Lachance,
John Beeckel and Martin
women, they are more uniform in their night
from 8 to 11:30 p.m. in Memori- Plavin, intramural representatives.
likes, dislikes, etc. Their clothes are
Oak and Hamlin: Howard Robal
Gym.
Ray Downs and his orchestra
very colorful, but nonetheless, they
erts, president; Thurston Porter, vice
will
play.
are stereotyped.
president and intramural representaChosen For Character
tive; Sheldon Sokol, secretary.
He was chosen for study in this ASME Elects Officers
country on the basis of character as
The student branch of the American
well as scholastic and all around abili- Society of Mechanical Engineers has
ty.
elected officers for 1949-1950, accordConcerning education in this coun- ing to I. H. Prageman, honorary chairtry, Mouse says that here we learn man. The new officers are: David
Four members of the University
more of life and less of academic Allen, chairman; Karl H. Stiles, vice
things, while in Denmark the op- chairman; David 0. White, secretary; faculty will speak at the 47th annual
meeting of the Maine Teachers Asposite is true.
and Richard G. Lawson, treasurer.
sociation at Bangor today and Friday.
The faculty of the School of Education will also attend the convention.
Speakers from the University will
be: Dr. Robert M. York, history department; Vincent Hartgen, art department; Edgar McKay, department
of economics; and Dr. Rome Rankin,
physical education department.
•
Students of education may be excused from classes on Friday, the 28th,
to attend the sessions. Education
If You Can Qualify for
majors may obtain student memberships in the associations.
Aviation Cadet Training...
A banquet will take place at the
Windsor Hotel tonight at 6:15.
You'll Be on Your Way
All information may be obtained at
Alumni Headquarters, Room 102,
the
Toward a Future as an
Bangor High School.

College Men! Here's Your Chance To
Get All The Facts About A Career As A

U. S. AIR FORCE
OFFICER!

Aviation Executive ...
Civil Service Announces
Social Security Jobs
A U. S. AIR
FORCE INTERVI
EWMG !EV!
WILL BE HERE TO
GIVE
YOU
on age,
FULL DLULS
l and physical
for piloi.educationa
or navigator
nts
training asrequireme
Cadet.
an
DATE—Oct. 24-28
TIME-9 a.m.-5
p.m.
PLACE--Placement
Bureau, 66-4 Library

U. S. AIR
FORCE

Only Tho Eca Cc:1 L'e tvicrti
on Cadets!
11=MIIMMNimmumm•••,.. rak-
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ARROW
GORDON
OXFORDS...

They boast the can't-becopied Arrow collar in buttondown, regular and widespread styles, are Mitoga
tailored to fit and their anchored buttons and pre-tested,
Sanforized fabric will give you long, satisfactory wear.
Arrow oxfords come in white and solid colors. See them
today. $3.95.

ARROW SHIRTh
MS • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

Have you seen the new Campus
office? Drop in.
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When downtown come in
and BROWSE AROUND
and see our thousands of
articles that are of interest
to you

ROLLERSKATE
Lakeland Rollerway
Hallowe'en Party
Sun., Oct. 30

54;
>7J 8'
F

Free prires, hats, noisemakers, and apple cider.
Skating every Wed., Fri.
and Sun.
From Bangor: Broadway 4
miles, then Pushaw Rd. 4 miles
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Government positions in the Social
Security Administration are open to
seniors and social science graduates,
the U. S. Civil Service Commission
has announced.
The available jobs include field
office positions in the Bureau of OldAge and Survivors Insurance.
Appointment will be determined by
the Junior Professional Assistant-Social Science Analyst Examination.
Application forms and further information may be obtained in the Placement Bureau, 66 Library. Examination applications must be filed by Nov.
8.

Also ask
Aviation
for a non-flying about the many
opportun:ties
career!

Arrow oxford shirts are something to stand up and cheer
about.

Orono

Wyeth's Painting
Officers Slate
Of Duck Pond Is
Given To University For Four Dorms

U. Of M.Joins
In MTA Meeting

Expert Developing & Printing

MAIN STREET
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SERVICE
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Kinds
24 hour service
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Bear Facts
BY Joint MURPHY

T11E. MAINE CAMPUS

Page S en

Crippled Bear Faces Mule This Saturday
'
MaineAttempts
Maine Loses 6-0 56th Renewal Of Colby Series
To Keep In Race
As Heap Scores Finds Maine In Lead,32-20-3
At Waterville
The Touchdown

Bates has done it again.
For the secont straight year, the
Bobcats from Lewiston have upset
Maine's State Series apple cart before it got started.
Maine Colby
Maine Colby
Maine Colby
Maine Colby
From the spectators' view1892 0
12
1905 16
3 1923 0
7
12
1935 0
By BOB St.ossEa
point, last Saturday's game was
1936 14
0
30
7
1906 8
0 1924 12
Halfback Walker Heap broke loose 1893 4
disappointing. From the playDave Nelson's Black Bears
6
18
1937 13
0 1925 27
1907 8
0
ers' viewpoint, it was disappoint- for 37 yards and a touchdown in the 1895 6
will
be fighting desperately to
6
1938 14
56
19
16 1926 7
1908 5
ing and, undoubtedly. from the third period against Maine last Satur- 1895 0
stay in the state series race Sat1896
7
1939
0
17
1909
0
6
17
1927
6
10
coaches' view') • t, it was dis- day at Lewiston to put Bates out in
19 urday when they go to Colby
1940 0
6 1928 0
1910 0
0
4
front in the State Series race with a 1896 0
appointing.
13 for their second series game.
0
1899 26
1941 13
0 1929 7
1911 20
13
Our Bears are certainly ca- 6 to 0 victory.
. Resembling somewhat last sum6
6
1942 29
0 1930 14
1912 20
0
Before and after that play, both 1899 5
pable of better ball than they
mer's crippled New York Yankees,
1946
19
1913
14
7
1931
3
0
1900
6
18
0
displayed last Saturday at Bates. teams sloshed around in the mud on
14 1932 6
1914 0
0
5
6 the Pale Blue will be seeking their
1947 33
Garcelon Field with neither club mus- 1900 0
Well, what happened then?
7
1901 12
1948 21
0 1933 18
1915 31
0
0 33rd win over Colby in 56 games, and
According to Coach Dave Nelson, tering up an effective offense.
they will be trying to repeat last year's
6
1934
0
0
1901 29
20
0
1916
With backs Hal Marden and Reggie
the main trouble was that his players
21-0 drubbing of the Mules.
0
1902 6
0 Recapitulation:
1919 25
xere not up for the game.
Lord seeing infrequent action, Maine
However, according to Nelson, the
Maine
1902 17
01920 22
5
The mental attitude in foot- was able to do little during the first
Mules will not be nearly as easy to
5
Lost 20
3
1921 0
1903 6
Won 32
ball is quite as important as the period except fight off Bates drives,
beat as they were last year. He said
12
1904 11
0
1922 14
Ties
physical fitness of the team. Nel- one of which carried to the Pale Blue
that even though they have just about
son stated that after being keyed eight yard line.
the same personnel as last fall, they
up so highly for the two previous
Near the end of the second quarter,
are much stronger. and could very
teams—New Hampshire a n d after a punt exchange that favored J
easily give any state series contender
Connecticut—hi: players were Maine, the Bears moved to the Bates
a hard time.
just not able to get in the right 20 but a fourth down pass from the
Colby Up And Down
frame of mind.
ailing Marden to end Bob Vsrhytock
So far this fall, Colby has been an
The Bears certainly were up for went incomplete.
up and down team, pulling two major
Both the JV's and the Frosh face
those two tilts and the loss to Bates
upsets by knocking off highly touted
In the fourth period Maine moved tough opposition this weekend as
has not knocked them out of the title the ball to the Bates 39 and 25 yard
City
College of New York and tying
they clash with two of the state's top
Although
Maine placed four men in
race.
Bowdoin 7-7 last Saturday.
lines but both attacks stalled. Then prep school clubs.
upHampshire
seven.
the
New
first
We do need cooperation from Bow- the rain went to work against Dave
Historically, though, the WaterThe JV's run up against a rugged set Coach Chester Jenkins' cross coundoin and Colby, however. All they Nelson's team when a touchdown
ville
boys have been the lowest of the
have to do is knock over Bates and drive reached the 19.A third down Maine Maritime Academy eleven Fri- trry team by a 26 to 29 score last Sat- four Maine colleges. Since 1895. they
afternoon.
Middies
day
The
rolled
at
H.
Durham,
urday
N.
then fall before Maine.
have won only four state titles and
pass slid off Red Leggett's hands and
Running in a cold drizzle, Bodwell
This isn't alibi day for Maine but a Shirley Hamel intercepted for Bates. over the Pale Blue last year and will
have
tied nine.
be out to duplicate the job. However, of New Hampshire finished first in
brace of teams of the calibre. of New
By tying Bowdoin, however, they
The entire Bates line played well despite their loss to the freshmen, the 23:43.9 minutes for the 4V2 mile
Hampshire and Connecticut took their
the game and Heap was aided JV's are no pushover as witnessed by course. Harland Harndon, running in have caught the smell of victory, and
toll on Maine as far as injuries were during
by some fine ball carrying by George their tie battle with M.C.I. two weeks the number one spot for Maine. placed they will be eager to boost their averconcerned.
age when they encounter the big Black
ago. Last week the Maritime eleven second.
Reggie Lord and Hal Marden Brinkerhoff.
Bear.
MC.!..
almost
and
the
tied
by
Pendleton and Butch Noyes paced also
were both injured in the 1:Conn
Monday afternoon, here at Orono. Maine Falls To Bates
score.
same
tilt. These were the most highly Maine's running attack in the molli
the Frosh cross country squad dropped
The Bears, on the other hand, have
Saturday morning the Frosh run another close meet to Old Town. 26
publicized injuries. but the re- while Easton, Barron, Wing. and Burbeen "up" this fall for the Yankee
into a Higgins squad that is fresh from to 29. St. Louis of Old Town placed Conference, spending
mainder of the team received its gess were defensive standouts.
themselves ala 20-6 victory over Ricker. The Black first in 14:10 minutes.
share of bumps and bruises.
and Orange will be trying to rack up
Now with Gordy Pendleton on
Both the varsity and the frosh
Movies of last Saturday':
their fourth straight decision while squads swing into action again this
the disability list, the outlook is
Maine-Bates game at Lewiston
the Maine yearlings will be looking week end. The varsity team travels
none toe bright. A football takes
will be shown in Memorial
i for their third in a row.
a lot of funny bounces, though.
to Springfield to meet the Gymnasts
Gymnasium t •ght at 7:30
I The Freshmen scored a mild upset and the Frosh run against Hartland
Halfback Don Hodgkins of Maine
o'clock. according t o varsity
last Monday afternoon when they Academy.
managed to get intq the Bates game
•
line coach Mike Lude.
Maine students attending the Maine- edged the JV's 6-0 on a final quarter
for a few plays—according to radio
The Springfield meet will match
reports of the contest. The only catch Colby game at Waterville Saturday pass from Bean to Breen, who made a Maine against virtually the same club most entirely in the Connecticut game,
will
be
required
to
present
student nice catch while falling into the end
was that Hodgkins has been out for
that downed the Pale Blue last fall. and last Saturday, they took an inevitseveral weeks with a broken leg. Doc passes for identification when entering zone. Until then the game had been Despite Springfield's power, Coach able fall against Bates.
Hersom wore his jersey against the the student gate. according to Theo- fairly even with both sides able to Jenkins expects his runners to give
Coach Nelson's task is to build his
dore S. Curtis, Faculty Manager of move the ball well inside the 20-yard
Pondmen.
squad back up again, a task that he
them a good race.
stripes.
Maine's former Little All- Athletics.
The rapidly improving Frosh squad realizes takes time and patience. His
Curtis also outlined the seating plan
The JV's chief threat came in the
American guard Jack Zollo was
slightly favored over Hartland in words are, "You can only get a team
is
on hand for the Lewiston en- for the Nov. 5 Homecoming game third canto. too. With a pass from
its meet. Although the freshmen have up three or four times a season. Our
lefty Ralph Ham to Fogler eating up
counter. Jack, who was held to- with"Bowdoin.
job is to get 'em back up."
Students will sit in the regular stu- most of the yardage. the JV's moved won only one meet this year. they have
gether with adhesiie tape and,
Injuries Dog Bears
record
than
their
progress
made
more
baliog wire during his senior dent section with any overflow being the pigskin from their own 20 to the
One of the main troubles in Nelson's
shows.
sear, was hobbling about on accommodated in the north end zone yearlings' 20. There the frosh held
present job is that at least three of
Hartland will be out for revenge
and took over on downs. '
crutches as a result of a mishap stands.
his key men are on the injured list.
for
last fall's one-sided loss to the
Alumni
will
upper
sit
stands
in,
the
With Bean, Sparks. Foote, and Alex
with an arc welding machine.
Reggie Lord and Hal Marden are still
The Sports Editor of the University on the Maine side of the field with doing most of the carrying the Frosh Annex team.
suffering from ankle injuries that kept
of Connecticut newspaper, here at any overflow occupying seats in the marched to their opponent's 20 in a
them out of last week's game, and
series of running plays. There their
Orono for the game two weeks ago, south end zone.
now Gordy Pendleton is banged up
Opponents will sit on the east side ground attack was stopped cold, but
said that the Huskies were anxious to
as a result of Bobcat claws.
of the field.
after two trys had gone incomplete,
move up in the football world.
It is not yet known whether these
Tickets for the Bowdoin game are Bean made his game-winning toss.
A good place to start the ascenthree hard-running backs will be ready
t,'
might be in their schedule. going rapidly. Anyone wishing to
to go by Saturday or not. If they are
There isn't any need for Con- purchase tickets for friends or famnot ready. Maine's offense will have
The annual fall singles tournament
necticut to plas a team that ily should do so as soon as possible.
reached a new low. The team's passhas advanced through the second round
Any tickets not sold to students
gives up 125 points. That's what
ing will be stopped; its off tackle and
matches with 36 entries still remainof
Newport Naval Training did last will be put on public sale.
end sweeps will be slowed down; and
ing in the title race, varsity tennis
Saturday.
Intramural touch football moves into
its line bucking will be muffled.
G. William Small, announced
coach.
The frosh footballers outmanned the Rome Rankin To Speak
the semi-final games this Sunday with
bright side of the picture is that
this week.
Junior Varsity squad for a 6 to 0 vicfour dorm teams and four fraternity
Maine's defense stalwarts, Charley
At Meeting Of "M" Club teams scheduled to meet.
Third and fourth round matches Burgess, Al Wing, Harry Easton,
tory in a cold, cold game Monday
afternoon n the practice field.
In 1:30 p.m. games. North Dorm 20 should be completed this week, Coach and Don Barron. are still intact and
Basketball Coach Rome Rankin will
The frosh bench represented a good speak at a Meeting of the "M" Club will meet the winner of the postponed Small stated, and the quarter-finals will be able to give any backs a rough
portion of the class of 1953 but Coach Tuesday, Nov. 1, at 7:30 p.m. in the 9-11 vs. 10-12 game and Dunn 3 and 4 should be reached by Nov. 15.
afternoon.
Phil Jones had only 16 men on hand Trophy Room in Memorial Gym- will play the winner of the postponed
All of the seeded players, with the
exception of Jim Rice who was defor th.: game. It seems that the foot- nasium.
Oak-Corbett 1 and 2 game.
Colby Can Handle 1800
ball squads are diminishing in size
In 2:30 o'clock fraternity games, feated by Ernest Sutton, have advanced
Movies will be shown and refreshevery day.
ments will be served. All members Phi Gam opposes Phi Kap and Phi in the tourney, the largest in recent
Officials at Colby have made plans
Rabbit Dombkowski's team are urged to attend.
years.
Eta meets Kappa Sig.
to accommodate 1.811X1 Maine students
won the western title in the state
On the basis of the tournament and at Saturday's State Series tilt iyeNo games were played last Sunday
semi-pro league by defeating
In 1920 the Boston Braves and the but in mid-week contests North Dorm the ranking matches which will fol- tween Maine and Colby at Waterville.
Westbrook last Sunday. Henry Brooklyn Dodgers played a twenty-six 20 toppled North Dorms 17 and 19, low, Coach Small expects to line up
Advance ticket sales here have been
scored two and passed for an- inning, I-1 tie, the longest game in the 6 to 0, and Dunn 3 and 4 defeated strong varsity and frosh net teams heavier than last week when 1,300
for the spring season.
other.
Hannibal Hamlin, 12 to 0.
students attended the Bates game.
record books.

ayvees,Frosh Varsity, Frosh
In Tough Tests Are Beaten
Over Week End

Maine-Colby Fans
Must Show Passes
At Student Gates

Tennis Tournament
Past 2nd Round,
36 Entrants Left

Intramural Football
At Semi-Finals

rage Eight

Hartgen Tells
Of Art Gallery
Loan Service
By ROLAND MANN
Students who are getting tired of
seeing the same old pin-ups on their
walls may be interested to know that
they can borrow copies of masterpieces from the Art Gallery's collection.
"Too few people on campus know
about the Art Gallery's loan service,Professor Vincent A. Hartgen, department head, said this week.
"And there are others who don't
realize that the service is free. Of
course, the student is responsible for
the picture while it's in his possession
—but aside from that, our only stipulation is that he learn its title and the
name of the artist."
Under the Art Gallery rules, each
student may borrow one reproduction
for a two-week period, and renew it
once if he wishes. No picture may be
kept for more than one month.
The reproductions in the collection
are of the finest quality available.
There are more than 400 of them.
ranging from works of the old masters
to those of contemporary American
and European masters.
-The loan service is really a kind
course in art appreciation." Professr Hartgen said.
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MOC Will Sponsor
Bald Mountain Trip
Sunday Afternoon

Long Playing Records Delayed
Art Gallery's
Current Works
May Be Bought

The pres‘nt Caria.gie Collection of
The music department has delayed
purchases of the new long-playing standard albums fills the basic needs
records produced by RCA Victor and
of the department, according to ProPresident Dick Fairfield of
Columbia. Professor Lewis H. Nivei
Maine Outing Club has announced that A number of etchings by Frank Ben- has announced.
fessor Niven.
any campus group wishing to rent son and lithographs by John Muench,
either the ski or skating cabins may 'included
in the Art Gallery's current
l
do so by contacting any member of I exhibit, are available for purchase
the Pack and Pine early enough so
through the University's Art Departthat arrangements can be conveniently
For the week of October 24, 1949
ment. Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen anmade.
To
The Outing club will sponsor a trip nounced this week.
Prices are comparatively low beto Bald Mountain Sunday. Anyone
making this trip should bring old cause the Art Department receives no
clothes and be prepared for climbing. dealer's connvissi•-m on the sales, Prof.
Phi Kappa Sigma
Hartgen pointed out.
For the fine ,work he has done as Student Leader
French Club Elects
of Maine's excellent Band.
Prism Expected Soon
The honorary French group. Le
The recipient of this award is entitled to
Cercle Francais. has announced the
It has been announced that the 1950
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
following officers for the coming year: Prism has passed through the makeABSOLUTELY FREE
Jean-Paul Roberge. president; Rob- up stages, and that the material has
ert Poirer, vice president; Jean Tour- been sent to the printer.
tillotte, secretary-treasurer; and DorThe book should be ready ler disothy McCann and :Manrice Lavoie, tribution about the middle of NovemOrono 647
18 Mill Street
members of the social committee.
ber.
•
•
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Maine Places 23rd
In Cattle Contest

THEY'RE MUCH MILDER.

The University of Maine's cattle
lidging team has returned from
Waterloo. Iowa. where it participated
:he National Intercollgiate Cattle
!Aging Contest. Gerald Pickard
:,Iaced third in individual competition,
:ithough Maine's team finished twentytiird out of thirty teams entered.
•:tate. the host school. won
21 ,22 points. Penn State, a team
Maine defeated in the eastern states
o-rnpetition. placed fourth with 19(.8
7—ints. Maine's score was 1812 points.
Members of the team which went
west to judge the 200n cattle were:
Geral(1 Pickard. Richard Adams, Robtrt Hiller. and John Fogler.
Accompanied by Dr. Howard
Dickey. coach, the team visited the
farms of the Curtis Candy Company
.he Glen Urquhart farm in BarIll. The team participated in
competition with other
:- at these farm-..
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Scholarship Winners
Announced This Week
The University has announced the
winners of the Charles H. Hood Co.
and Sears-Roebuck Co. annual scholarships.
Those who received the Hood
awards arc: Rae W. Bragg. Payson
J. Brett, Jr.. Myron P. Dean. Stanley
Ellsworth. John Graffam. Robert A.
Scott, Harold R. Sherman. and James
W. Smith.
-rh,,se who won the Sears-Roebuck
scholar•hips are: Clayton M. Blood,
Melvin S. Fuller. Ora Haskell. Jr.,
janies H. Hunter. Frederick E. Hutchins n, Maurice R. Keene. Herbert
C. Osood. and Merlon E. Wiggin.

Hou

Symphony Elects Nelson
Richard Nelson has been elected
president of the University Symphony
Orchestra for the coming year.
Other officers elected are: Harold
Harmon, vice president ; Rosemary
White. secretary-treasurer; Villiam
Bodwell, manager; Otho Knowles,
assistant manager; Virginia Norton
and Beverly Currier, librarians.
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/'/AMER/CAS COLLEGES
WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS
WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS
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